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Description of Event 
You can find a formal description of the event at: 

http://gauss.ececs.uc.edu/Courses/c6055/labs/final.html 

Summary 
We were given a Virtual Machine with an Ubuntu OS for the CDX event, which intentionally has 

security flaws and other applications that a hacker can use to exploit the machine. We were to 

run 3 versions of this VM that had these web services. We were given time and opportunity to 

prepare the Virtual Machines and make them “secure” from potential hackers. The Red team 

would be given Wednesday at 6pm through Saturday at noon to attack our services.  

Scenario 
You have just been hired as the network and security administrators at a small company and 

will be taking administrative control of their web server. You know very little about the 

network, what security level has been maintained, or what software has been installed. You 

have a limited time frame to familiarize yourself with the network and systems and to begin the 

security updates and patches before the red team starts actively attacking your company. 

Services to run 
Your team must keep the following services available on all three IP addresses that were given 

to you: 

 Apache & PHP 

 MySQL (for the purpose of supporting the existing WordPress site) 

 WordPress site must continue providing the content in the MONITOR THIS entry, at the 

same URL (http://<Your IP>/wordpress/?p=4), and must continue to function as a 

WordPress site 

 The daytime service must continue providing the time of day on the server 

 FTP must continue providing anonymous access to log in and download any files hosted 

there 

 Your tap0 IP address must respond to ICMP ECHO REQUESTs (ping) per RFC 1122 

Rules of Engagement 
Red Team Rules of Engagement: 

 It is not OK to attempt to break out of the CDX network. That is, red team members 

should stick to poking IP address 10.8.0.2XX. 

 If a VM is compromised (that is, password is discovered and red team can enter the VM 

and become root) it is not OK to attempt to open a connection to UC's network from the 

compromised VM. 

 It is OK to attack after 4PM on December 2 and before noon on December 5 only. 

http://gauss.ececs.uc.edu/Courses/c6055/labs/final.html
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1122
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 The red teams provide for scoring based on service availability and the scoring is posted 

via the internet. 

 The red teams provide a log of attacks 

 The red teams will generate benign traffic in addition to making attacks. 

Blue Team Rules of Engagement: 

 Recovery using a snapshot is disallowed as it violates the spirit of a CDX where we are 

trying to improve skills of recovery from attack. 

 It is OK to transfer files between the host OS and the VM but not between the VM and a 

UC node. This means it is not OK to transfer a file from the VM to the host then from the 

host to a UC node. 

 It is OK to create new accounts, change passwords, add or remove users and groups in 

the VM. All changes need to be documented (the change and the date and time) in the 

final report. 

 At most one IP address can be blocked at a time by your firewall. But be careful not to 

make services unavailable when you do this. Please document such changes in the final 

report (include date and time). 

 You must defend only through proactive configuration and defensive blocking. In other 

words, you cannot attack anyone, whether it is a red team or a blue team member. 

 Points are deducted if the final report indicated an attack that was actually benign 

traffic. 

 It is OK to add or remove packages from the VM. For example, you may want to add 

some analysis tools and remove some potentially dangerous packages that are not 

needed. 

Strategy 
We have a number of things we want to make sure were happening throughout the event. We 

wanted to make sure that: 

 The web service is running at all times 

 If the Web service is down we wish to put it back up 

 Have a network logger to log all of our network traffic to look at hackers 

 Find new security fixes for hacks that do go through 

 Delete erroneous applications and security flaws 

 Add security programs such as firewalls  

 Penetration testing 

 Real-time threat monitoring 

 Block IPs as we detect attacks 
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Setting up the Host Computer 
 

Our first task was to get a computer to be our host 

computer. Luckily one of our team members Jackson has a 

server back at his house. So he set up a server for the rest of 

the team and we will use the application called TeamViewer 

to connect to his server.  

 

Removing vulnerable applications 
 

The very first thing we wanted to do was to do a 
reconnaissance of the system. We wanted to first go 
to the history of the machine to see anything that 
was recently changed, added or deleted. We would 
check out this log by typing “history” into the 
terminal. This will show the last 100 or so commands 
that were performed. We ended up finding a number 
of applications that were added to the machine. We 
would add them to a list of unsure software. We 
thought since we were already on the path of 
checking history, we went to the web browser on the machine “Mozilla Firefox” and check out 
the browser history. Some of the software that we found that were unneeded and we wanted 
to add to the list again. Then we were thinking if we are only trying to host a WordPress server 
it would be good for us to get rid of every other junk we do not need. So we added more apps 
to a list of unwanted software. 
 
Software Uninstalled or Removed:  

 Mutt - Email Client 

 Python 

 speech-something 

 Orca Screen Reader 

 ModemManager 

 Vulnerable web page - ‘/var/www/html/dvwa’ 

 Adobe-Reader 

 Sublime Text 

 Mozilla Firefox 
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Check Privacy Setting 
 

1. Change Password 
We also wanted to try and find any vulnerabilities within the Operating Systems. One of the 
first things we wanted to change was the password for the VM. To change the password, go to 
System Setting then go to Security Privacy; followed by Password Settings. We wanted to 
make sure that the Automatic Login was turned off. We also wanted to change the password to 
something we deemed as a secure password. We changed passwords to be 16 characters in 
length and also contain special characters, numbers, capital letters and lower cases letters to 
make brute force a harder thing for red team to do. 
 
2. Turn Record File and Application Off 
We also wanted to go on and turn off recording for 
app use so that potential viewers could not see 
what we were doing within our apps. Just in case 
they might try and take some of our information. So 
we turned the setting Record File and Application 
usage to off. 

 

Privacy for WordPress 
 

Next thing we wanted to focus on was getting the WordPress service up and running. Upon 
further review, we realized that it has a security warning. 
 

We changed the website URL to our VM's IP address to avoid network collisions. To secure 
WordPress, we added a password for our WordPress site. We changed passwords to be 16 
characters in length and also contain special characters, numbers, capital letters and lower 
cases letters to make brute force a harder thing for red team to do. 
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Firewall 
We added UFW to each of the VMs to add a level of firewall. We used ufw to make I easier to 

graphically configre iptables. Gufw is the GUI that we used. We began by checking the status of 

ufw with the command sudo ufw status. This tells us what things are being denied or 

allowed. We also setup logging by the command sudo ufw logging on.  

If we needed to deny a specific IP, we would run the following commands on Linux: 

sudo ufw deny all 

sudo ufw allow apache 

… 

UFW was used to make sure that the only services available were the ones we needed to have 

running. 

Preventing Dos Attacks 
We used IP tables to prevent 

Denial of Service attacks. We 

did this by issuing the 

following commands: 

sudo iptables -A 

INPUT -p tcp --dport 

80 -m limit --limit 

25/minute --limit-

burst 100 -j ACCEPT  

This command was used to 

prevent DoS attacks on port 80 

(http). It limits 25 packets per 

minute from a single client, 

and no more than a burst of 

100 at any given time. 

Restarting Services 
We have a shell script to check 

and see if the service is 

running, and if it is not we will 

restart the service. It runs 

every 5 minutes. To the right is 

the script to make sure all of 

our services were running. 
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Modes of Maintenance  
 

We will meet once a day to discuss the traffic in the past 24 hours, and any attacks we had to 

cover. We back up all the important data and each of our VMs in case the VMs crashed on a 

external hard drive.  

Sudo Commands 
 

We also wanted to make sure that every time a person wanted to run a command they had to 

type in our passwords for the VM. 

So we performed the command 

sudo visudo in the terminal to 

pull up the sudo commands for 

Ubuntu. We commented out the 

last line to require that people type 

in the passwords to perform a command.  

 

 

Notification System 
 

One of the services we 

wanted to add was a 

notification system so it 

could let us know if one of 

our systems was down. One 

of our group members 

went to “Distill Alert”, we 

organized it so it emailed 

each of our group members 

if we obtained a difference 

in the web page that 

monitors our services.  We 

would receive emails if it 

went down, which was 

efficient for us because we 

didn’t need to take shifts. 
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Wireshark Logging 
We also wanted to make 

sure that we could log our 

network. So while our 

machine hosted all 3 VMs 

with the web service, we on 

the background had 

Wireshark running so it could 

capture all packets on the 

network. Since “Distill Alerts” 

would monitor when our 

services went down we could 

go to where the Wireshark 

log is for that specific time 

and see what was happening 

from whatever IP addresses 

were attacking us.  

 

 

 

 

Investigation of our Network log 
Since we had Wireshark logging our network we finished with a very large PCAP file with over 

300,000 data packets. So since we could review our network logs we could see what Red Team 

was trying to do to “hack” our system and take down our web services.  

Things to look out for 
 Nmap Scans 

 Packets being sent to an unknown IP address 

 Any sort of command given to our computers 

 Erroneous SQL commands that connect our MySQL 

 Any commands given to and from our web service WordPress 
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Main Traffic times 
Wireshark also logged when most data packets are collected. So we could investigate what times the 

network was being accessed the most. Photo here. 

 

 

We also found a set of rules that Wireshark uses to mark different protocol packets. The list of rules is 

here. This would make it so that we could see potential attacks colored in a unique color.

 
 

We would check out the nodes that have a black color because that denotes a “Bad TCP” packet. We 

probably found the most of this color packets compared to other colored packets that detect bad data 

packets. We did not find any data packets that are : TCP RST, SCTP Abort, TTL low or unexpected  
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We received a lot of traffic in the 10.8.0.xxx range since the network that we would be connecting to 

was within the 10.8.0.xxx range. We mainly found data packets being sent to 10.8.0.55 with the protocol 

of FTP. 

Our services were running on: 10.8.0.211, 10.8.0.212 and 10.8.0.213. So we tried to see which data 

packets were connecting to them. 

 

Notable IP addresses: 

 10.8.0.55 

 10.8.0.51 

 224.0.0.251 

For this event we had Dr. Franco host a VPN server within the network. Through this VPN server it would 

link all of the nodes within the network. So Red Team would try and connect to our machines through 

this VPN server We believe that the center that all traffic would go through is from the IP address of 

10.8.0.55. So since it goes through this “center” most likely the attacks would through that IP address.  

We saw a lot of FTP transmisions where the Type is being set to Type I. We investigated this further and 

found out that this means it is set to binary mode.  

We believe 10.8.0.51 seems to be the address that would ping our web services to make sure they were 

up.  
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We seem to have found an NMAP scan. We found out that Nmapping sends a packet with the SYN flag 

and the target host will reply with a SYN, ACK packet if the port is open  and a RST, ACK packet if the port 

is closed. What it seemed to have sent just were a number of flags. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We detected a potential login attempt, however the user did not know the password. The user was at 

10.8.0.55. It asked for the password and they could not put it in. 
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We saw a request that read “STOR .MF1VVP0P” sent to 10.8.0.55 . STOR is a raw FTP command that tells 

the server to accept the data transferred via the data connection and to store the data as a file.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We found a user that attempted to access the login.php service. Sent from 10.8.0.51. It is a Wordpress 

login. Seems like the hackers were trying to access our login. 
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Cyber Kill Chain 

Reconnaissance  
In our PCAP file, we recognized the scanning patterns using nmap scan. We believe the 

attackers tried to scan our virtual machines for services and ports that are vulnerable. However, 

none of those scans worked. Another possible data issue we faced is that they we constantly 

receiving ping requests from unknown IP addresses. These probably are the attackers' IP 

addresses that try to check if our services are running or down. When our services were up, 

there were multiple attempts to login as administration for our web services. Other than that, 

there was no successful attack delivered by the attackers and no data lost or system damages. 

 

Results 
We were Team1, Crouching Davis Sleeping Bao. The score board says that 4 services were 

down, but that is incorrect because there was an error in their reporting system. We happened 

to get second place with 686 total points accrued.  

Note: Saturday morning from 1:00 AM to 7:00 AM the internet at the house that we were 

hosting our web services went down so that could be some potential points we lost. 
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Things to improve for next time 
If we had any recommendations for next year’s teams or programs it would be that they find 

the hardware to host these machines a bit earlier. Also try working on setting up a web service 

beforehand instead of learning it a little before the event kicks off. Have a reliable internet and 

source of power. If we were to improve another thing before next year’s competition it would 

be that the website that tracks all of our websites, correctly monitors them and tells us whether 

or not our services are running.  

Things we learned 
The main takeaway our team had was the knowledge to set up a network and a number of web 

services. This whole event was a very exciting process because it involve actually having to 

implement services on a network. We had to set up a connection to the VPN which was a 

tremendous learning experience for our group. So if we learned anything it would be the skills 

involving with setting up services. 

 

 


